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EDITORIAL REMARKS                                                           

In This Issue 

In a recent editorial (New Philosophy, Oct.-Dec. 1982) an appeal was 
made for studies in which the philosophic doctrines of the Word 
were extended into what may be broadly termed sociological 
thought and life. It is therefore gratifying that we have for publica- 
tion, beginning with this issue, a series of articles under the title 
"Providence and Free Will in Human Actions" by the Rev. Daniel W. 
Goodenough. These studies, which explore the links between God 
and man at the primary level, provide the kind of basis necessary for 
a sound exploration of historical and sociological phenomena. 

Dr. Berridge's treatment of the correspondences of the cardiovas- 
cular system with the Church Universal and Specific is an approp- 
riate accompaniment to the Rev. Goodenough's series, for in it he 
draws our attention in a compelling manner to the fact of the influ- 
ence of these Churches in the affairs of men. 

Professor Allen continues his Notes in the series "Connected 
Whole." In this issue we present Installment X (Part a), which treats 
of an aspect of Swedenborg's ideas as they developed through the 
whole of the philosophical works. 

An Appreciation 

With the publication of Vol. LXXXV, No. 4 (Oct.-Dec. 1982) Mr. 
Kenneth Rose relinquished his position on the Editorial Board on 
account of the pressure of other work. 

Mr. Rose has served the Association since 1960, and throughout 
the period performed the invaluable task of "Pasting up" the galleys 
of our journal in preparation for publication. This work was particu- 
larly important up to 1980 when the journal was published at 
Lancaster, PA 

But perhaps of greater service has been Mr. Rose's indexing of the 
journal each three years. Indexing is an art which Mr. Rose has 
skillfully developed. For our last index published in the Oct.-Dec. 
1982 issue, Mr. Rose served as consultant to Miss Lelia Howard who 
prepared the computer program used for the index. Mr. Rose has 
thus been instrumental in providing the Association with a program 
which can be used for years to come. 

The Association therefore wishes to record its deep appreciation 
for all that Mr. Rose has done during the twenty-three years of his 
service on the Editorial Board. 
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